Today, force became more different in use and concept. After the development and shift that achieved in technology, especially technology of space such as reconnaissance with remote sensing by satellite, airplanes and information hackers. All of these made satisfy the ambition of domain more simply with no limit and without rules or laws in another times. The international relations lectures, in past few years, present many assumptions about probabilities of reduce the use of force among states and abandon the war as a tool to deal with the other. After 11th September attacks, America became sharper in use force to attack and strike enemies targets in justification of preemptive strike against countries like Iraq or terrorism groups. In this way, that events enabled America replace its strategy from defensive to offensive and remove the danger away from. Our research reached many conclusions we can summarize it as follow:
- the approach that used in study of international relations cannot separately explain the use of force in international relations.
- as a result to change in the map of real resources power distribution, the actors became more variety and the power spread in way difficult with it find balanced situation in the future.
- the democratic peace theory as solution to tyranny, oppression and human rights violations problems, is debatable question.
- during view 21\textsuperscript{st} century wars and interventions, unavoidable fact rise that war do not disappear from international community, albeit give new dimensions. The intervention as a result to war pose new structure.